### Drop-In Mirrored Dome & Panel

**Features:**
- Used For Grid Ceilings
- Cost Effective: Fit Any Decor
- Easy Change Over from Ceiling Panel to Mirrored Panel & Dome
- Provides 360° Viewing
- Uses: Offices, Hotels, Hospitals & Retail Stores
- Comes in 2' x 2' or 2' x 4' Models

- (2' x 2' Panel Size)

**Model #** | **Dia.** | **Ships**
--- | --- | ---
OWN-18TB2 | 18' Dome | UPS
OWN-22TB2 | 22' Dome | UPS

**Model #** | **Dia.** | **Ships**
--- | --- | ---
OWN-18D4 | 18' Dome | UPS
OWN-22D4 | 22' Dome | UPS

### 360° One-Piece See Thru Drop-In Domes

**Features:**
- Used for Grid Ceilings
- Rigid; Attractive
- Recommended for Heavy Traffic Areas
- Uses: Offices, Hotels, Hospitals & Retail Stores
- Provides All Angle Viewing
- Cost Effective; Easy Installation
- Excellent Choice For Surveillance

**Model #** | **Dia.** | **Ships**
--- | --- | ---
OWN-18TB2-ST | 18” | UPS
OWN-22TB2-ST | 22” | UPS
OWN-18TB2-300* | 18” | UPS
OWN-22TB2-300* | 22” | UPS

*Smoked Bronze

### CCTV Domes

**Features:**
- Excellent for Surveillance or Dummy Domes
- Economical; Light Weight
- Less Distortion
- Colors: B-300 Bronze (standard) & See-Thru Mirror

**Model #** | **Dia.** | **Ships**
--- | --- | ---
D360-8 | 8' | UPS
D360-10 | 10' | UPS
D360-12 | 12' | UPS
D360-18 | 18' | UPS
D360-22 | 22' | UPS

*See Panel Options Below

### White PVC & HIPS Panels for Grid Ceilings

**Features:**
- PVC Flat Panels
- HIPS Recessed Panels
- Easy to Install: Fire Retardant PVC
- Attractive Design Compliments Any Ceiling Decor
- Fits Openings (2' x 2') or (2' x 4')
- “State Size of Hole When Ordering”

**Model #** | **Dia.** | **Ships**
--- | --- | ---
WVPVC-2 | 2’ x 2’ | UPS
WVPVC-4 | 2’ x 4’ | UPS

*See CCTV Domes chart to specify hole size

**Model #** | **Dia.** | **Ships**
--- | --- | ---
SK-BB-326 | 2’ x 2’ | UPS

*T-Bar Camera Brackets

**Model #** | **Dia.** | **Ships**
--- | --- | ---
CMTB-22 | Fits above panels | UPS

### See-Thru Security Mirror Panels

**Features:**
- Used For Grid Ceilings
- Excellent Choice For Surveillance

**Model #** | **Size** | **Ships**
--- | --- | ---
SMP-2424CL | 2’ x 2’ | UPS
SMP-2448CL | 2’ x 4’ | UPS

### Regular Security Mirror Panels

**Features:**
- Used For Grid Ceilings
- High Quality Acrylic Mirror
- Lightweight

**Model #** | **Size** | **Ships**
--- | --- | ---
SMP-2424CL | 2’ x 2’ | UPS
SMP-2448CL | 2’ x 4’ | UPS

### Pendant Mounted Domes

**Features:**
- Acrylic For Exposed Ceilings
- Top Slides Up For Easy Access
- Cost Effective; Easy Installation
- Distortion Free 360 Surveil, Viewing
- Works With Most Cameras
- Camera Bracket Included
- White or Black Tops Available
- Colors: B-300 Bronze (standard) See-Thru Mirror

**Model #** | **Dia.** | **Ships**
--- | --- | ---
PEN-10 | 10’ | UPS
PEN-14 | 14’ | UPS

### We Manufacture What We Sell!

Se-Kure Domes & Mirrors, Inc.

Visit us on the web: www.domesandmirrors.com
E-mail: info@domesandmirrors.com
1-800-253-2064 • 269-651-9351 • Fax: 269-651-1467
1139 Haines Boulevard / Stapleton Industrial Park / Sturgis, Michigan 49091

Made in USA
### Automotive & Security Inspection Mirrors

**Features:**
- Extra Bright LED Flashlight
- Galvanized Steel Handles with Plastic Hand Grips
- Available in Acrylic Convex or Flat Mirrors
- Swivel Wheel Carriage

#### Model # | Dimensions | Ships
--- | --- | ---
DM-12WLC | 12" dia. Convex Mirror w/50" Handle & flex wheels | UPS
DM-12WLF | 12" dia. Flat Mirror w/50" Handle & flex wheels | UPS

### Inspection Mirrors

Inspection Mirrors are ideal for searching under cars, trucks, & heavy equipment. The economy models are for searching high areas, shelves & closets.

#### Model # | Dimensions | Ships
--- | --- | ---
DM-12LC | 12" dia. Convex Mirror w/42" Handle | UPS
DM-12LF | 12" dia. Flat Mirror w/42" Handle | UPS

#### Model # | Dimensions | Ships
--- | --- | ---
DM-8LC | 8" dia. Convex Mirror w/35" Handle | UPS
DM-8LF | 8" dia. Flat Mirror w/35" Handle | UPS

### Acrylic Safety Mirrors

**Features:**
- Lightweight / Shatterproof
- Holes for Hanging
- Create Your Own Message Mirror
- Bi-Lingual Safety Mirrors

#### Model # | Diameter | Ships
--- | --- | ---
SM301 | 19" H x 16" W | UPS
SM302 | 19" H x 16" W | UPS
SM303 | 19" H x 16" W | UPS
SM304 | 19" H x 16" W | UPS
SM305 | 19" H x 16" W | UPS
SM306 | 19" H x 16" W | UPS

---
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